International Workshop on Mimetics (Ideophones, Expressives) Ⅲ

Crucibles of Mimetics

Date: Saturday, August 3, 2019
13:00 ~ 18:00
Venue: L910, Nanzan University

Mimetic verbs in motion event description in Japanese
Noriko Iwasaki  (Nanzan University)

Advances in the cross-linguistic typology of ideophones:
Rethinking and moving beyond the implicational hierarchy
Bonnie McLean  (Australian National University)

Articulatory features of phonemes pattern to iconic meanings:
Evidence from ideophones across several languages
Arthur Lewis Thompson¹, Nicolas Collignon², and Youngah Do¹
(¹University of Hong Kong / ²University of Edinburgh)

Defining Chinese ideophones: A family of constructions
Thomas Van Hoey  (National Taiwan University)

Mimetic predicates in the VP-shell hypothesis
Keiko Murasugi and Kimi Akita  (Nanzan University / Nagoya University)

An RRG account of verb-less/argument-less sentences of ideophones
Kiyoko Toratani  (York University)